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Abstract.   In this paper we introduce the notion of strongly 0-prime ideals in near-rings similar to 
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maximal nil ideal )(NN r  coincides with the set of all its nilpotent elements )(NN  by using its 
minimal strongly  0-prime ideals. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Throughout this paper N stands for a near-ring with identity.  We use )(NNr  and )(NN  
to represent the unique maximal nil ideal and the set of all nilpotent elements of   N 
respectively.  Observe that )()( NNNNr =  if and only if )(NNr  is a completely 
semiprime ideal of N  (i.e., )(2 NNa r∈  implies )(NNa r∈  for Na ∈ ). 

An ideal P of N is 0-prime if for any two ideals A and B of N, PAB ⊆  implies  
PA ⊆  or  .PB ⊆   An ideal P of N is said to be completely prime if Pab ∈  implies 

Pa ∈  or Pb ∈  for any ,a  Nb ∈  [1].  An ideal P of N is said to be strongly 0-prime if 
P is 0-prime and N/P has no non-zero nil ideals.  A near-ring N  is said to be strongly 0-
prime if the ideal {0} is strongly 0-prime.  We have shown that if  

},,,{ 32 xxxM =  where x is not a nilpotent element of N, then there exists a strongly         
0-prime ideal P of N such that .∅=∩ MP   An ideal P of a near-ring is minimal 
strongly 0-prime ideal if P is minimal among strongly 0-prime ideals of N.  Observe that 
every completely prime ideal of N is strongly 0-prime and every strongly 0-prime ideal is              
0-prime but the converses do not hold. 

An ideal I of N is said to have the insertion of factors property (or) simply  
IFP if Ixy ∈  implies IxNy ⊆  for x, .Ny ∈   An ideal I of N has the strict IFP if 

Ixy ∈  implies IyNx ⊆  for x, .Ny ∈   Observe that every completely semiprime 
ideal of N has the IFP.  In a ring, IFP implies strict IFP but in a near-ring IFP does not 
imply strict IFP. 
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Recently, Kim and Kwak [3] characterized 2-primal rings in terms of their           
minimal prime ideals.  Hong and Kwak [2] characterized a ring satisfying  

)()( RNRNr =  in terms of its minimal strongly prime ideals.  So, in this paper we give 
some characterizations of a near-ring N whose unique maximal nil ideal )(NNr  
coincides with the set of all its nilpotent elements )(NN  by using its minimal strongly       
0-prime ideals.  For the basic definition and terminology we refer to [4].  

 
Example 1.1.  Consider the near-ring ),,( ⋅+N  defined on the Klein’s four group ),( +N  
with },,,0{ cbaN =  ⋅  where  is defined as follows (as per scheme 2, p.408 [4]).  
 

. 0 a b c 

0 0 0 0 0 

a 0 0 a a 

b 0 a b b 

c 0 a c c 

 
 

Clearly },0{ a  is a strongly 0-prime ideal, since the ideals are ,}0{ },0{ a  and  
},,,0{ cba .  

 Let N be a near-ring and let )( Spec )( Nm  be the set of all (minimal) strongly               
0-prime ideals of  .N   For ,)(Spec NP ∈  we put 
 

0{)( =∈= baNNaPO   for some .}\ PNb ∈  

)({)( POaNaPO m ∈∈=   for some positive integer m}. 

0{ =∈= abNaOp   for some PNb \∈ } 

p
mp OaNaO ∈∈= {   for some positive integer m}. 

)({)( NNbaNNaPN r⊆∈=  for some PNb \∈ }. 

)({)( PNaNaPN m ∈∈=   for some positive integer m}. 

)({ NNabNaN rp ∈∈=   for some PNb \∈ }. 

p
mp NaNaN ∈∈= {   for some positive integer m}. 
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 Hong and Kwak [2] have defined )(PO  in a ring  R as 0{)( =∈= aRbRaPO  for 

some PRb \∈ }.  But we have defined 0{)( =∈= baRRaPO  for some 

PRb \∈ }.  These two definitions coincide in rings.  Suppose .)(POa ∈   Then            
0=aRb  for some PRb \∈  implies ,}0{):0( =∈=∈ aRxRxaRb r  which is an 

ideal if R is a ring.  Thus 0=aRb  implies .0=baR  
 We have shown that )(PO  and )(PN  are ideals of N and they are subsets of P. 

Clearly ppppp OPONNPNOOPO ⊆⊆⊆⊆⊆ )(,)(,)(  and .)( pNPN ⊆   If P is 

a completely prime ideal of N, then pN  is a subset of P.   For a reduced near-ring N, 

pOPO =)(  and .)()()( ppp NPNNPNOPO =====  
 
Lemma 1.2. )(PO  and )(PN  are ideals of N for any strongly 0-prime ideal P of N. 
 
Proof.   Let P be any strongly 0-prime ideal of N and let .)(, 21 POaa ∈  Then  

011 =bNa  for some PNb \1 ∈  and 022 =bNa  for some .\2 PNb ∈   Since ,1b  

PNb \2 ∈  and PN \  is an m-system there exists 11 bb ∈′  and 22 bb ∈′  such that 

.\21 PNbb ∈′′   Let .213 bbb ′′=   For any Nn ∈  and 0)(, 213 =−∈ nxaabx  implies 

.)(21 POaa ∈−   Let .)(POx ∈   Then 0=bxN  for some .\ PNb ∈   Thus for n,  

Nnn ∈′ 1,  and ,bb ∈′  we have 0))(( 1 =′′−+′ bnnnxnn  implies 
)())( POnnxnn ∈′−+′   and 0)( 1 =′bnxn  implies .)(POxn ∈   Therefore )(PO  is an 

ideal of N.  Similarly one can show that )(PN  is an ideal of N. 
 
Lemma 1.3. For a near-ring N and ,)( Spec NP ∈  we have the following: 
 
(i) If )( pp NO  is an ideal of N for any strongly 0-prime ideal of N, then )( pp NO  is a 

completely semiprime ideal of N if and only if .)( pppp NNOO ==  
 

(ii) ))(()( PNPO  is a completely semiprime ideal of N if and only if 
))()(()()( PNPNPOPO == . 

 
Proof. 
(i)  Let P be any strongly 0-prime ideal of N.  Suppose that pO  is a completely 

semiprime ideal of N.  Let .pOa ∈   Then 0=bam  for some positive integer m and for 

some .\ PNb ∈   Thus p
m Oa ∈  and this implies pOa ∈  as PO  is completely 

semiprime.  Therefore PP OO ⊆  and hence .PP OO =   The converse is obvious.  Proof 
of part (ii) is similar to that of (i). 
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Theorem 1.4.   If },,,{ 32 xxxM =  where x is not a nilpotent element of N, then 
there exist a strongly 0-prime ideal P of N such that .∅=∩ MP  
 
Proof. Let },,,{ .32 xxxM =  and ,{ ∅=∩= MIIS  where I is an ideal of N}.  
Then S is non-empty as .}0{ S∈   By Zorn’s Lemma, S has a maximal element say P.  
We claim that P is strongly 0-prime.  First we show that P is 0-prime.  Suppose 1I  and 

2I  are ideals of N such that PI ⊃1  and .2 PI ⊃   Let MIa ∩∈ 1  and .2 MIb ∩∈    
Then we have 1nxa =  and 2nxb =  for some positive integers ., 21 nn   Therefore 

MIIxab nn ∩∈= +
2121  implies ∅≠∩ MII 21  and hence .21 PII ⊆   Therefore P 

is 0-prime.  If PI /  is a non-zero nil ideal of ,/ PN  then PI ⊆  and so .∅≠∩ MI   
Let .MIy ∩∈   Then kxy =  for some positive integer k.  Since PI /  is a nil ideal, 

PPx mk =+ )(  for some positive integer m.  Thus Pxkm ∈  which is a contradiction.  
Therefore P is a strongly 0-prime ideal of N such that .∅=∩ MP  
 
Lemma 1.5.  For a near-ring N, PPNNr {)( ∩=  is a strongly 0-prime ideal of N}  

PP{∩=  is a minimal strongly 0-prime ideal of N}. 
 
Proof.   Suppose PNNr ⊆)(  for some .)(Spec NP ∈   Then PNNr /)(  is a non-zero 
nil ideal of PN /  which is a contradiction that P is a strongly 0-prime ideal of N.             
Thus PNNr ⊆)(  for all strongly 0-prime ideals P of N and so PPNNr {)( ∩⊆  is a 

strongly 0-prime ideal of N}.  Let PPx {∩∈  is a strongly 0-prime ideal of N}.                  

If 0≠kx  for any positive integer k and if },,,{ 32 xxxM =  then by Theorem 1.4, 
there exists a strongly 0-prime ideal P such that .∅=∩ MP   Thus Px ∉  which is a 
contradiction.  Therefore 0=kx  for some positive integer k.  So .)(NNx r∈   The other 
equality is obvious. 
 
Lemma 1.6.  For a near-ring, we have the following: 
 
(i) .)()()(

)( Spec )( Spec
QOPONN

NmQNP ∈∈
∩⊆∩⊆  

(ii) .)()()(
)( Spec )( Spec

QNPNNN
NmQNPr

∈∈
∩=∩⊆  

 
Proof.   
(i)   Let .)(NNa ∈   Then 0=na  for some positive integer n.  Let P be any strongly          

0-prime ideal and let .\ PNb ∈   Since ,0=na  .0=bNan   Thus )(POan ∈  
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and hence .)(POa ∈   Therefore .)(
)( Spec 

POa
NP∈

∩∈   The other inclusion is 

obvious. 
(ii)  Let .)(NNa r∈   Let P be any strongly 0-prime ideal of N.  Then 

)(NNbaN r⊆  for any PNb \∈  which implies .)(PNa ∈  Thus 
.)(

)( Spec 
PNa

NP∈
∩∈   But )()(

)( Spec)( Spec
QNPN

NQNP ∈∈
∩⊆∩  always.   Since 

QQN ⊆)(  for each .)()(,)( Spec 
)( Spec 

NNQNNmQ rNmQ
⊆∩∈

∈
  

 
 
2.  Strongly 0-prime ideals 
 
Now we prove our main Theorem. 
 
Theorem  2.1.  For a near-ring N, the following statements are equivalent. 
 
 (i)  .)()( NNNNr =  

 (ii)  )(NNr is a completely semiprime ideal of N. 

 (iii)  )(PN  is a completely semiprime ideal of N for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  

 (iv) )()( PNPNN p ==  for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  

 (v)  pNPN =)(   for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  

 (vi)  PN p ⊆  for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  

 (vii) )(/)(/ NNPN rNNP r
⊆  for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  

 
Proof. 
(i) ⇒ (ii)  Since )()( NNNNr =  for any x in N, )(2 NNx r∈  implies 2x  is    
nilpotent and hence .)()( NNNNx r=∈   Therefore )(NNr  is a completely semiprime 
ideal of N. 
(ii)⇒(iii)  Let P be a minimal strongly 0-prime ideal of N.  Let Nx ∈  be such that 

.)(2 PNx ∈   Then )(2 NNbNx r⊆  for some .\ PNb ∈   Since )(NNr  is a 

completely semiprime ideal, it has the IFP.   So )(NNbxNxN r⊆  which implies 

.)(NNbxN r⊆   Thus )(PNx ∈  and hence )(PN  is  completely semiprime. 

(iii)⇒(i)   Let .)(NNa ∈   Then 0=na  for some positive integer n.  If ,)(NNa r∉  
then there exists a minimal strongly 0-prime ideal P of N such that .Pa ∉   Since             

)(PN  is a completely semiprime ideal, )(0 PNan ∈=  implies ,)( PPNa ⊆∈  a 
contradiction.  So .)(NNa r∈  
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(ii)⇒(iv)   Let P be a minimal strongly 0-prime ideal of N and let pNa ∈  for some 

.Na ∈   Then p
n Na ∈  for some positive integer n.  Thus )(NNba r

n ∈  for some 

.\ PNb ∈   Since )(NNr  is a completely semiprime ideal of N, it has the IFP.  So we 
have )()( NNab r

n ∈  implies )(NNab r∈  and hence .)(PNa ∈   Thus .)(PNN p ⊆  

But pp NNPN ⊆⊆)(  and .)( pNPN =   Therefore )()( PNPNN p ==  for each 
.)( Spec NmP ∈  

(iv)⇒(v)⇒(vi)  These are obvious. 
(vi)⇒(vii)   Let P be a minimal strongly 0-prime ideal of N.  Let )(/ NNNN r=  and  

.)(/ NNPP r=   Let pr NNNaa ∈+= )(  for some .Na ∈   Then there exists 

PNb \∈  such that ,0)( =∈ NNba r  which implies )(NNab r∈  and so 
.PNa p ⊆∈    Thus Pa ∈  and hence .PN p ⊆  

(vii)⇒(i)   Suppose that )(/ NNNN r=  is not reduced.  Then there exists Na ∈  such 
that 02 =a  and .0≠a   Hence .)(NNa r∉   So there exists some strongly 0-prime 
ideal P of N such that Pa ∉  and this implies .\ PNa ∈   But 02 =a  implies 

,PNa p ⊆∈  a contradiction.  Therefore .)()( NNNNr =  

 Note that if R is a ring, then )(RNr  has the IFP if and only if )(RNr  is completely 
semiprime. Let us assume that )(RNr  has IFP and let .)(2 RNx r∈   Then  

)(RNxRx r⊆  and hence PxRx ⊆  for every strongly 0- prime ideal P of N.  So Px ∈  
for every strongly 0-prime ideal P. Therefore .)(RNx r∈   Thus we have the following 
Corollary. 
 
Corollary 2.2. [2, Theorem 8]   For a ring R, the following statements are equivalent. 
 
 (i)  .)()( RNRNr =  

 (ii)  )(RNr  has the IFP. 
 (iii)   )(PN  has the IFP for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  

 (iv)  )()( PNPNN p ==  for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  

 (v)  pNPN =)(   for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  

 (vi)  PN p ⊆  for each .)( Spec RmP ∈   

 (vii)  )(/)(/ RNPN rNNP r
⊆  for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  

 
Corollary 2.3.  For a near-ring N, assume that .)()( NNNNr =   If )(PNP =  for 
each ,)( Spec NP ∈  then P is completely prime ideal of N. 
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Proof. Let )()( NNNNr = and )(PNP =  for each .)( Spec  NP ∈   Let Pab ∈  for 
., Nba ∈   Since )(PN  is a completely semiprime ideal of N, we have Pba ⊆  and 

hence Pa ∈  or .Pb ∈   Therefore P is completely prime. 
 
Theorem 2.4.  For a near-ring N, assume that .)()( NNNNr =   Then for each 

,)( Spec NP ∈  the following statements are equivalent. 
 
 (i) .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 (ii) .)( PPN =  
 
Proof. 
(i)⇒(ii)   Let )( Spec NmP ∈  and .Pa ∈   Suppose .)(PNa ∉   Let 

.},,,{ 32 aaaS =   If ,0 S∈  then 0=ka  for some positive integer k and hence 
,)()( NNNNa r=∈  which implies ,)(PNa ∈  a contradiction.  So .0 S∉   Let 

PNL \=  and let  ,}0{,0{ 21 10 +∪∈∈≠= ZtLbabbabaT ii
t

n
tt n  where +Z  

is the set of all positive integers}.  Then .TL ⊆    Let .TSM ∪=   Let us show that M 
is an m-system.  If x, ,Sy ∈  then .Sxay ∈   Let ,Sx ∈  Ty ∈  with 

., 21 10 ntn
tts abbabayax ==   If ,0≠xay  then .Txay ∈   Suppose .0=xay   

Since ,, 21 Lbb ∈  there exists 11 bb ∈′  and 22 bb ∈′  such that .21 Lbb ∈′′                

Since ,, 321 Lbbb ∈′′  there exists 212112 bbbbb ⊆′′∈′  and 33 bb ∈′  such                  

that .312 Lbb ∈′′   Continuing this process we get .,12123 Lbbb nnn ∈′′ −−  Then                  

there exists 1321121231123 −−−− ⊆′′∈′ nnnn bbbbbbb  and         

nn bb ∈′  such that .1123 Lbbw nn ∈′′= −   Since .)(,0 NNxayxay r∈=  Thus  

.)(21 10 NNabbabaaa r
t

n
tts n ∈   Since ,)()( NNNNr =  )(NNr  is a completely 

semiprime ideal of N and hence .)(01
21 NNabbb r

tts
n n ∈+++  Choose 

.1 0 nttsm ++++=   Then .)(21 NNabbb r
m

n ∈   Since )(NNr  has the IFP, 

.)(21 NNabbb r
m

n ⊆   This implies .)(321 NNabbbb r
m

n ⊆   

Continuing this process, we get )(1321 NNabbbbb r
m

nn ⊆−  and 

so .)(1123 NNabb r
m

nn ∈′′ −   Hence )(NNwa r
m ∈  where .1123 nn bbw ′′= −   Since 

)(NNr  is a completely semiprime ideal, )()( NNaw r
m ∈  and hence .)(NNaw r∈   

Thus ,)(PNNa p =∈  which is a contradiction. 
 Similarly, one can show that if x, Ty ∈  then 0≠xay  and .Txay ∈   This shows 
that M is an m-system that is disjoint from (0).  Hence there is a 0-prime ideal Q that is 
disjoint from M such that Qa ∉  and .PQ ⊆   Now we claim that Q is strongly  
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0-prime.  Suppose I/Q is a non-zero nil ideal of N/Q.  Since ., ∅≠∩⊂ MIIQ                  
If Iam ∈  for some positive integer m, then Qam +  is a nilpotent element in N/Q.  Thus 

Qamk ∈  for some positive integer k, which is a contradiction.  So we choose 
.TIx ∩∈   Then Tx ∈  implies Txt ∈≠0  for any positive integer t.  Since Qx +  is 

nilpotent in N/Q, Qxs ∈  for some positive integer s, which is again a contradiction.  
Therefore Q is a strongly 0-prime ideal of N such that ,Qa ∉  a contradiction.  Hence 

.)( PPN =  
(ii)⇒(i)  If PQ ⊆  for ,)( Spec NmQ ∈  then .)()()( PNPQQNPN =⊆⊆⊆  
Therefore .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 
Corollary 2.5.  [2, Theorem 12]   For a ring R, assume that .)()( RNRNr =   Then for 
each ,)( Spec RP ∈  the following statements are equivalent. 
 
 (i) .)( Spec RmP ∈  
 (ii) .)( PPN =  
 

A right ideal I of a near-ring N is called right (left) symmetric if Ixyz ∈  implies 
.)( IyxzIxzy ∈∈   An ideal I of N is symmetric if it is both right and left                  

symmetric.  An ideal I of N is called semi-symmetric if  Ixxx n ∈,, 21  implies 
.21 Ixxx n ⊆  

 
Theorem 2.6.   For a near-ring N, the following statements are equivalent. 
 
 (i) .)()( NNNNr =  
  (ii) P is a completely prime ideal of N for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 (iii) P is a completely semiprime ideal of N for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 (iv) P has the strict IFP for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 (v) P is a symmetric ideal of N for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 (vi) P is a semi-symmetric ideal of N for each .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 (vii) Pab ∈  implies PbNa ⊆  for a, Nb ∈  and .)( Spec NmP ∈  
 
Proof. 
(i)⇒(ii). It follows from Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.3. 
(ii)⇒(iii)⇒(iv).  These are obvious. 
(iv)⇒(i).  It follows from replacing )(PN  by P in the proof of (c)⇒(a) of Theorem 2.1. 

(ii)⇒(v)⇒(vi)⇒(vii) and (vii)⇒(ii) are trivial. 
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Corollary 2.7. [2, Corollary 13]   For a ring R, the following statements are equivalent. 
 
 (i) .)()( RNRNr =  
 (ii) P is a completely prime ideal of R  for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  
(iii) P is a completely semiprime ideal of R  for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  
(iv) P has the IFP for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  
 (v) P is a symmetric ideal of R  for each .)( Spec RmP ∈  
(vi) Pxy ∈  implies PyRx ⊆  for x, Ry ∈  and .)( Spec RmP ∈  
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